
Subject ICT          Year 4  Scratch Olympics 2016-17 Autumn 
Key vocabulary: 
scratch, sprite, import, script, animation, program, algorithm 

Factual knowledge: Skills: Possible activities: 

 A script is a set of instructions or algorithms. 

 It is possible to create an animation of a sprite by 
creating a script. 

 The ‘Glide to’ block allows for plenty of numeracy links - 
coordinates, axes, positive and negative numbers etc. 
There is a Background showing the full Stage xy values - 
Stage, Backgrounds, Import. 

 The x and y values for the position of the cursor arrow 
are located lower-right of the stage area and the centre 
of a Sprite is located in the top-left of the stage area, 
where further Sprite related information is displayed. 
The xy values can be inserted into the ‘Glide to’ blocks 
to determine where the Sprite glides to and how long it 
takes to get there. 

 I-pads have scratch Junior, which uses a simpler version 
of scratch - the children can use these programs 
independently following this teaching sequence. 

 
 
 

 Finding a pathway to folders. 

 Importing an image to folder. 

 Locate and import a sprite. 

 Placing sprites. 

 Writing a script. 

 Creating an animation. 

 Using the green flag to activate 
the sprite script. 

 Using scissors to cut away 
sprites. 

 Looking. 

 Dragging. 

 Flipping between hiding and 
showing. 

 Change colour. 

 Gliding to. 

 Turning. 

 Using bigger and smaller. 

 Jumping (adapting speed and 
height). 

 Find a background, selected from the Scratch 
Olympics and choose a hurdle. 

 Choose a sprite or else create a figure on a paint 
program and import. 

 Change the size of the athlete or the hurdles to 
make it all to scale. 

 Create a script using the green flags to activate.  
Make the athlete move forwards and jump over the 
hurdle. 

 Do ‘Change Size by 50’ followed by ‘Change Size by -
50’ to return to original size. 

 Use Repeat to do this several times. 

 On ipads, create or import two backgrounds, link 
together and create characters. 

 Code them to move and use speech bubbles 

 Link screens in order to create a storyline. 

Social, Moral, Spiritual and Cultural Education, and Promotion of British Values: 

 Children reflect upon the effect that they are creating in their titles. 

 Children respect the use of the internet when choosing images. 

 Children co-operate and work in pairs and are helpful to each other. 

 Children learn about the Olympics and their history. 

 Democracy is shown by the internet being available to anyone.  Individual liberty is encouraged through pupil participation in celebrating individual work. 
Respect for the individual is promoted through respect of children’s ideas with all efforts applauded.  Tolerance of others is promoted through with mixed ability 
pairings. 

 
 

   
   



Assessment and evaluation: 
   
Children are able to create an animation of an athlete 
moving towards the hurdle, move up and over.  
Children can transfer skills to an ipad and create a 
background with animation of at least one sprite. 

Children will be able to select a background and 
create an athlete that runs and jumps over the hurdle.  
Children will transfer skills to an ipad and create two 
linking scenes with animations and speech bubbles. 

Children will import a background, and create and 
modify to their expectations the movement of the 
athlete.  They will be able to create and import linked 
backgrounds and scenes to create a story combining 
action and speech. 

Initials of children working below the expected level, 
with details of attainment: 

Initials of children broadly reaching the expected level 
of attainment: 

Initials of children exceeding the expected level, with 
details of attainment: 

   

Evaluation against attitudes to learning: 

 Showing curiosity about objects, events and people. 

 Using senses to explore the world around them. 

 Showing a ‘can do’ attitude. 

 Paying attention to details. 

 Persisting with activity when challenges occur. 

 Showing satisfaction in meeting their own goals. 

 Thinking of ideas. 

 Making links and noticing patterns in their experience. 

 


